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• Cheetahs Android Games 4.1 + Version: 2.3.20 $0 Factory Inc. (MOD, Unlimited Money) - an economical strategy with elements of a clicker and a simulator in which you play the role of an industrial complex manager, producing more than 90 different products, ranging from smartphones to cars. As in all these games, your main task will be to accumulate the maximum amount of
funds, but this will have to be spent on updating and expanding, so the balance in the use of income will require thoughtful decisions. Updated to version 2.3.20! Have you ever wondered what's really going on inside a factory? Want to know how production chains work and what exactly will you need to do as a manager? Well, you can discover all about that in this cool simulation
game from Cheetah Games.Feel free to immerse yourself in the simple but addictive game in Factory Inc as you find yourself being the boss of an entire factory. Do what you need to do to increase your productivity, choose the right products to make, and get enough benefits to improve your facilities. Find out more about addictive gameplay with our comments from Factory
Inc.StoryIn the game, players will become the boss of an interesting factory that is able to produce all sorts of things. Here, you will be the one doing most of the work, from planning future developments to managing daily productions. When you start, simply tap on the production chain to increase your yields and earn more money. With more revenue, you'll have the opportunity to
unlock employees who can work for you and upgrade machines. Pay attention to every detail to make sure the factory can run normally. Upgrade your machines and production chains to make sure they're still working properly. Hire new employees so you can have them running the factory for you and make some easy money. Feel free to expand your factory as you get a new
level and have access to lots of available machines. Look for top-level products to make and make a lot of money. Here you will find all the interesting features that the game has to offer:Find yourself enjoying another great idle pounding game in Factory Inc where you will have the opportunity to immerse yourself in the interesting tap-to-win mechanics. Manage your own factory
with multiple options available. Simply tap on your production chains to increase your speed. Therefore, allowing you to collect more money. And as mentioned, in the game, players will encounter controls from an entire factory where you will have access to a lot of management options available. From keeping the machines successfully until production chains are updated. You
will find yourself doing everything in your power to help the factory function. Be the boss never at Factory Inc as he climbs his way to the top. In addition, for those of you who are interested, the game also provides multiple machines that can be picked up and equipped in your factory. Each machine will have its own unique uses and abilities, which make them completely different
from the other. Plus, as you progress through the game, you'll also have access to top-level machines with better performances and skills. Along with the new machines, managers are very important if you want to increase your production speed as well as increase product quality. Therefore, with Factory Inc, players will find themselves enjoying more productive results as they
hire their new managers and upgrade the old ones. Make uses of their unique abilities and intelligently synergity them for best results. And as a manager, your work isn't just about managing and monitoring, you'll also need to plan your factory's development routes. That said, one of the most important tasks would be to decide which products you should provide to the market.
Feel free to collect different options from varied categories and select the most suitable ones. For those of you who don't have much time to play, you will definitely find the function of making idle money in the game quite interesting. That said, players can keep their production chains running even when they're offline. Therefore, you will have access to new benefits while your
factory is still running and you won't have to check it every time. Moreover, you can also get rid of the unused company system to make some quick money. Not to mention that the game also features multiple improvements and improvements that can be easily collected every time you are in the game. Make uses of your unique skills to increase your production speeds and earn
more money even when you are not playing the game. And for those of you who are interested in playing the game whenever you are out, you will definitely find it more convenient with offline gaming at Factory Inc. That said, the game is also available to enjoy even when your devices are not connected to the Internet. Therefore, you can enjoy fully portable experiences whenever
you want. Along with the main gameplay, Android players are also introduced into the interesting Challenge mode once they reach level 50. Here you can start completely different challenges every day to collect awesome rewards. Explore the fun and satisfying game while still making some money at Factory Inc.Lastly, players at Factory Inc. can also access the interesting
achievement system where you collect unique objectives at certain levels. Complete achievements and collect special rewards for yourself. And despite all those amazing features, the game is still free for Android players to enjoy on their mobile every time they have time. Feel free to pick up your Factory Inc game from google play store without paying anything. For those of you
who still find in-game ads and purchases somewhat annoying, you can always install enjoy our modified version of the game instead. Here, you'll have access to unlimited money and free purchases without having to pay for anything. In addition, we have also unlocked all the content of the game. Therefore, it can be enjoyed to the fullest. All you need to do is download and install
the Factory Inc Mod APK from our website. With simple and unre demanding graphics, the game allows Android players to enjoy smooth and satisfying gameplay on their mobile devices. And that doesn't mean the game looks bad either. In fact, crisp, high-resolution images allow you to fully immerse yourself in exciting idle recording experiences. Explore the fun and gameplay
addiction at Factory Inc while enjoying the relaxing and fun sound effects as you operate your factory or immerse yourself in interesting challenges. Fans of the famous Idle Miner Tycoon or Merge Plane will now have another great casual mobile game to enjoy on their Android devices. Not to mention that the free and satisfying game will surely make the game much more
enjoyable. You've become a factory boss who can do everything. Improve your machines and make various products. Hire the manager and automate the plant. + 20 other types of machines with capabilities ranging from the general class to the legend class. + Different managers have their own skills. + More than 90 products that can be made, such as furniture, smartphones
and cars. + Earn money even offline. + Sell a business system that maximizes profits. + Available offline! + The simulated standby game masterpiece can earn money automatically. Compatible with Android 4.4 and UP s compatible with Android version:- KitKat (4.4–4.4.4)- Lollipop (5.0–5.0.2) - Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1) - Nougat (7.0 – 7 .01.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) - Foot (9.0)
Download and operate your factory at Factory Inc MOD APK (Unlimited Money), a very exciting idle simulation game from Cheetah Games.Table of Contents [ShowHide]Cheetah Games is a cheetah Mobile mobile game development arm , a well-known game and application development company since 2014. He is the father of many diverse and engaging games in the mobile
gaming community. For example, Piano Tiles 2, Rolling Sky are very famous names and have over 100 million downloads on Google Play.Factory Inc is Cheetah's latest point-and-click game and ranks first in strategy games in the Google Play store. True to his The game allows you to learn, manufacture and build a factory that produces everything you want. As your brand
becomes popular, you can expand the factory and make it the largest factory chain in the world. Become a to other simulation games, Factory Inc has a more difficult start. To run the factory, you must learn the working principles of countless machines you have never seen. There are more than 20 types of machines with many different uses. In addition, each type of machinery is
only suitable for the production of certain items, so the selection of machinery is paramount. To meet mass production needs, machines need to operate online and automation to operate in the most efficient way. When the machines are operated in a stable manner, the process of manufacturing the product will begin. And then, you can produce thousands of essential products in
life. There are more than 90 types of products that can be consumed and depending on your preferences such as appliances, smartphones, toys or even cars, motorcycles. The equipment is ready, the product is also selected, the only important thing is that you trade effectively to achieve high profits and build a large factory. Earn moneyTo get rich in Factory Inc, your factory
should sell as many products as possible. Improving product quality is the best way to retain customers and be profitable. In addition, the business associated with factory operation is something new and difficult. Knowing some of the trade secrets of other factories is an effective way to increase profits while taking less risk. Some other business games you can try: Idle Theme
Park Tycoon, Idle Miner Tycoon.Some tips and tricksQuis are some tips to help you easier with Factory Inc:Effective machinery operation: This helps produce large quantities of products while ensuring high quality. Remember to upgrade and repair machinery to avoid production interruptions. Buy new machines to diversify and unlock products. Hiring managers: For the large
number of automated machines and production lines, it's hard to do it yourself. So hire managers with different qualifications to help you. Then just focus on making money. Use boosters: The Money Booster and Speed Booster icons are in the corner of the screen. They will help you double profits and reduce production time. However, to activate it, you need to see an ad of about
15-30 seconds. Order Priority: You will see orders on the left side of the screen. These are products that require high quality and quantity and at a specific time. Therefore, complete those products first. Get free money: There are drones that seem to bring you some money. Click on it to receive money. Achievement CollectionThe achievement collection is the task you must
complete in Factory Inc to receive the rewards. There are many rewards, but between diamonds are the most valuable. This is a high-end coin and can only be won on leaderboards. With them, you can buy high-end machines and unlock expensive products. In addition, you can also participate in an interesting special event, Touch Touch Challenge Gold, get the money. This is
an extremely difficult challenge. You must earn a certain amount of money in the time this game requires. This mode requires everything you have, such as machinery, employees, ... to operate at full capacity. In return, you'll receive valuable medals. Build your factory Once you make a lot of money, you can expand your business and build a bigger factory. An interesting thing in
Factory Inc, to climb the factory you have to sell the factory! It sounds ridiculous, but it's true. It's not hard to start over with a new factory once you get used to it. Also, when you sell the factory, you'll receive a multiplier to help improve everything. Therefore, in a short time, it will build a large factory many times stronger. MOD Factory APK Version IncMOD FeatureAccounted
Money: It can be updated and purchased in-store at any time, even when your money is 0.Download Factory Inc MOD APK for AndroidOverall, Factory Inc is a pretty cool simulation game. However, it will take quite a while if you want to succeed in this game. But to test your own business and factory management, this game is also a good idea. Idea.
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